
OLYMPIA FAMILY ACUPUNCTURE                           360-357-5353 
1800 Cooper Point Rd SW Bld 24  (Suite B) 

 

Directions  

From I-5 Use Exit 104 to head North on HWY101 

Take the Cooper Point/Crosby Exit -- Turn Right onto Cooper Point Rd. 

Pass 2 traffic lights without turning.  

Turn Right into the 1800 West Hills II- Office Complex entrance, just past the Carriage Road 
intersection and the "Dodge" dealership.  

*In the Complex: Take your very first Right and stay Right as you continue through the 
parking lot.  **Soon you will be forced Left (at the second aisle going Left), and Buildings 22, 
23, 24 will be on your Right. Look for Building 24 about ½ way down on the Right.  

We share the building with Kudick Chiropractic who has a landmark sign on the 
building…you are in the right place.  Park anywhere close by, and come around to the courtyard 
entrance on the Left of our building.  Suite B is on the Left and my name is on the door.  

From  Black Lake Blvd ~ Cooper Point  Rd. Intersection (Hagen ~Walgreens~Barnes &Noble)  

Go uphill onto Cooper Point Rd. toward the Auto-Mall., Take the 2nd Left at the crest of the hill 
into the 1800 West Hills II Office Complex and follow the directions above*   

If you accidently enter the 1700 section , follow the loop staying to the Right  til the very last 
Left turn, take it and follow the directions above ** until you see buildings 22, 23, 24 on 
your Right.  

Intercity Transit: Route 42 runs just outside the complex.  Walking directions same as above.  

 

Our Herb Drop box is a simple mailbox to the Left of our front doors for your convenience.    
You can come for a pick up any time as there is a key/magnet container on the bottom of the 
mailbox that can unlock the box.   Usually you should expect an email or call alerting you that 
the herbs are out for you.   


